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Multi-Warehousing in Revelation Enterprise 
The Multi-Warehouse feature in the Enterprise Edition of Revelation for Windows 
allows you to keep track of stock in up to 9 “warehouses” or branches within the 
same company (set of books). 

Without this feature, you have to run separate sets of books (companies in 
Revelation) for each Branch and then try to merge the accounting data on a 
monthly basis in order to send out one batch of customer statements and to 
analyse your company’s overall performance. 

With Revelation’s Warehousing feature, up to 9 Branches (including Head 
Office) operate on the same set of books (ie: in the same Revelation company), 
but stock information such as OnHand, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders, 
Minimum, Maximum and ReOrder levels are held separately for each branch. 

When an operator goes into Revelation, they are prompted to input which 
warehouse they are working at. From then on, all functions that they perform in 
Revelation are automatically linked to that warehouse. Each user’s default 
warehouse can be preset in their User Preferences.  

All printed reports involving stock may be extracted for each or all warehouses. 

The Nominal (General) ledger contra accounts that are linked to Stock 
Categories (Sales, Purchases, Cost-of-Sales and Stock Control) may be 
different for EACH warehouse. This allows you to analyse stock-related figures in 
the general ledger separately for each warehouse. 

The Multi-Warehouse feature comes standard with the 24 Terminal (or above) 
version of Revelation Enterprise. For smaller installations, a Multi-warehouse 
license has to be purchased upon which it is activated with a special Release 
Code. 

Hardware Requirements 

The requirements for computers are no different to those required for Revelation 
for Windows (refer to the Hardware requirements in the Revelation manual). 

However, in order to link multiple warehouses (locally or nationally) to a central 
Server running Revelation, you would need to investigate network options such 
as running Microsoft Terminal Services over Diginet lines or using some form of 
Virtual Private Network facility over the Internet (on ADSL lines). Contact your 
hardware specialist for advice. 
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LICENCE 
The Revelation Multi-Warehouse Package (herein after referred to as "the Package") is 
protected by both South African Copyright law and International Treaty Provisions. Glen 
Pearce & Associates authorises you to make backup copies of the Package for the sole 
purpose of protecting your investment. 

The Package may be used by any number of people and may be freely moved from one 
computer location to another, provided there is no possibility of it being used by two different 
people in two different places at the same time (unless on the same Local Area Network) as 
this will constitute a violation of the Copyright Licence. 

WARRANTY 
With respect to the physical diskette and physical documentation enclosed herein, Glen 
Pearce & Associates warrants the same to be free of defects in materials and workmanship 
for a period of 60 days from the date of purchase.  In the event of notification within the 
warranty period of defects in material or workmanship, Glen Pearce & Associates will 
replace the defective diskette or documentation. The remedy for breach of this warranty shall 
be limited to replacement and shall not encompass any other damages, including but not 
limited to loss of profit, and special, incidental, consequential, or other claims. 

DISCLAIMER 
Glen Pearce & Associates specifically disclaims all other warranties, expressed or implied, 
including, but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose with respect to defects in the diskette and documentation, and the program license 
granted herein in particular, and without limiting operation of the program license with 
respect to any particular application, use, or purpose.  In no event shall Glen Pearce & 
Associates be liable for any loss of profit or any other commercial damage, including, but not 
limited to, special, incidental, consequential or other damages which may be incurred while 
using the Package. The Package is only sold on this understanding. Your purchase of this 
package implies your acceptance of this clause. If you do NOT accept this disclaimer, return 
this package to your Dealer within 60 days of purchase for a full refund. 

All rights are reserved by Glen Pearce & Associates.  No part of this publication may be 
reproduced., transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any 
language, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, magnetic, chemical, manual 
or otherwise without prior written permission from Glen Pearce & Associates. 

Glen Pearce & Associates reserves the right to revise this publication and to make changes 
to the Package from time to time without obligation of Glen Pearce & Associates to notify 
any person of such revision or changes. 

 

TRADEMARKS 

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines. 
MsDos, Windows, Excel and Visual Basic are trademarks of Microsoft. 
Novell and Netware are trademarks of Novell, Inc. 

 

Copyright (c) 1988-2006 by Glen Pearce & Associates. All Rights Reserved. 
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INSTALLATION 
The Multi-warehouse facility is incorporated in all Enterprise Editions of 
Revelation for Windows issued after 11 June 2006. It merely has to be activated. 

Before activation, you need to do some planning: 

 How many warehouses will there be and what are their names (unique)? 

 Which Users/Operators will be working at what warehouses. 

 Whether Passwords will be required to access selected Warehouses. 

 Calculate Minimum/Maximum levels for stock items at each warehouse. 

 

ACTIVATING THE WAREHOUSE FEATURE 
To activate it, click [Setup]  >  [System Preferences]  >  [Warehouse] tab. 

Tick the “Must the Multi-Warehouse option be enabled for this company” box. 

If your Revelation Enterprise caters for LESS than 24 Terminals, you will be 
prompted to contact Revelation on 011-794-5533 in order to pay for a multi-
warehouse license. Once payment has been settled, you will quote the number 
displayed on your screen and you will be given a special Release Code to type in 
which will activate the Multi-Warehouse feature. 

You are now prompted to input the unique names of your Warehouses / 
Branches. If you wish, you can input Passwords for each Warehouse that will be 
called for when a User tries to access that Warehouse. 

NOTE: Once you have setup the Warehouse Names, it is advisable to NOT 
swop them around as Stock Movements, etc are linked to each warehouse and 
earlier movements would appear to be linked to the wrong warehouse. 

DISPLAYING STOCK ITEMS IN WAREHOUSE MODE 
With the warehouse feature enabled, viewing stock records by clicking the 
[Stock] button on the Supermenu ONLY DISPLAYS STOCK INFORMATION 
FOR THE WAREHOUSE THAT YOU ARE CURRENTLY LOGGED INTO. This 
includes OnHand, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders, Min/Max Levels and ReOrder 
Levels. When you view Transactions and Orders linked to Stock records, you are 
only viewing those entries linked to the current warehouse. 

However, on the first stock screen [General Details], there is an [All 
Warehouses] button that will display the OnHand, Sales and Purchase Order 
fields at ALL warehouses. 

Prices, Bin locations, Supplier info, History Totals (on the History tab) relate to 
ALL warehouses. 

When you print stock reports, you have the option of printing reports for any or all 
warehouses. 
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SETUP 

ALLOCATE USERS/OPERATORS TO EACH WAREHOUSE 
Make a list of which Terminals are located at which warehouses and which 
Users (operators) will be working at which Terminals. 

Then, create User/Operator records for each user and allocate the appropriate 
Terminal number to them as prompted. Click [Setup] > [Add/Amend Users]. 

Then, in each User’s “User Preferences”, on the [General] tab, specify which 
Terminal (top-left of window) and Warehouse (bottom-right of window) that User 
will access Revelation from. When each User accesses Revelation, they will be 
prompted with this Terminal and Warehouse setting as their “default”. 

You are able to pre-define users/terminals/warehouses as Command Line 
settings in each computer’s Revelation “shortcut” icon. Refer to the “Tips and 
Tricks” section in the manual for more details. 

The Command Line code for the Warehouse is “WH”  (eg:     WH:2   ). 

STOCK CATEGORIES 
If you wish to operate a separate set of General ledger Sales, Purchases, Cost-
of-Sales and Stock Control accounts for EACH warehouse, you need to allocate 
sections in the General ledger for these accounts for each warehouse. 

We suggest that you group similar accounts together thus allowing you to print 
Nominal reports for each as well as all warehouses. 

Once you have opened all the necessary accounts, input these accounts into 
your Stock Categories in order that Nominal transactions linked to stock 
movements are allocated to the correct Nominal accounts in the General ledger. 

Select “Master File Updates” > Stock > Setup Stock Categories > 
New/Amend/Delete Stock Categories. 

Call up each Category in turn and input the appropriate Nominal Sales, 
Purchases, etc accounts for EACH warehouse. 

INITIAL STOCKTAKE PER WAREHOUSE 
If the various warehouses already hold stock, you would need to do a stocktake 
in each warehouse and then input the stock OnHand for each warehouse. This 
can be achieved using either the “Adjust Quantity OnHand” or the “Input 
Stocktake Count” options under “Stock Master File Updates”. 

Note that, if you use the “Input Stocktake Count” option, only ONE 
warehouse must be captured at a time and the Counted field copied to the 
OnHand field. Only then would you use the “Set  NOT Counted Status” for 
ALL stock items BEFORE inputting the next warehouse’s Stocktake Count.  

You should also input Minimum, Maximum and ReOrder levels for each 
warehouse (these fields on stock displays apply to the current warehouse). 
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OPERATING PROCEDURE 

Note that ALL postings made prior to enabling the Warehouse feature will 
be regarded as having been posted at the Head Office warehouse. 

SALES INVOICES 
When Invoicing in the Warehouse mode, stock items supplied on the invoice will 
come out of the Current Warehouse.  

All references to a stock item’s OnHand, On Order, Minimum levels, etc, refer to 
those in the CURRENT warehouse. If you opt to import a Sales Order or Quote 
into the invoice, you will only be able to choose from Orders/Quotes captured at 
the current warehouse. 

Under exceptional circumstances, there is an option which allows you to “swop” 
to another warehouse whilst in the Invoice module. This facility has to be 
enabled on the [General] tab under each User’s Preferences. Once enabled, to 
switch to another warehouse, you would click the [Till Options / Swop User] 
button on the Invoice first Invoice screen and then click the [Warehouse] button 

and select the required warehouse. Note that, on exiting out of the Invoice 

module, the Warehouse is reset to that User’s default warehouse. 

GOODS RECEIVING FROM SUPPLIERS 
When using the Goods Receiving module, note that all stock processed will be 
allocated to the Current warehouse. 

All references to a stock item’s OnHand, On Order, Minimum levels, etc, refer to 
those in the CURRENT warehouse. If you opt to import a Purchase Order into 
the GRN, you will only be able to choose from Orders captured at the current 
warehouse. 

SALES and PURCHASE ORDERS and QUOTES 
Orders and Quotes in the warehousing mode are linked to the Current 
warehouse. When amending or deleting orders and quotes, you may only call up 
orders/quotes that are linked to the current warehouse. 

Under exceptional circumstances, there is a button on the main Order/Quote 
screen that allows you to “move” an order or a quote to another warehouse. 

BRANCH ORDERS 
This is a new feature that allows you to capture Sales Orders placed on you by 
other warehouses/branches as well as Purchase Orders placed by you on other 
warehouses/branches. 

These orders may then be imported into the Inter-Branch Transfer IN/OUT 
modules when they are finally processed. 

When the Warehousing mode is enabled, you are prompted to select which 
warehouse the order is for (otherwise, you just type in the name and address of 
the branch concerned). 
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For efficiency, you are able to import a Branch Purchase Order into a Branch 
Sales Order and vice versa.  

For example, if another warehouse placed a Branch Purchase Order on your 
warehouse, you could select to create a Branch Sales Order from that 
warehouse and, in the first Stockcode field, input “=B” to import a Branch 
Purchase Order captured at that warehouse. A list of that warehouse’s Branch 
Purchase Orders is displayed for you to choose from. 

INTER-BRANCH TRANSFERS 
When the Warehousing mode is enabled, you are prompted to select which 
warehouse the Branch Transfer IN or OUT is for (otherwise, you just type in the 
name and address of the branch concerned). 

If you have used the Branch Order option described above, you can input “=B” 
into the first Stockcode field to import a Branch Order captured at that 
warehouse. Branch Sales Orders are imported into Transfers OUT and Branch 
Purchase Orders are imported into Transfers IN. 

 

PRINTED REPORTS 

STOCK REPORTS 
All Stock reports (under the “Print Stock Reports” option) prompt the user (on the 
report parameters screen) to select the required warehouse. The default 
warehouse is the Current one, but you may select to print these reports for any 
or all warehouses.  

Note that the “ALL warehouses” option simply prints ALL the requested info as if 
it was just one big warehouse – it does NOT separate the data into separate 
warehouses. For that, you must print the required report for EACH warehouse 
separately. 

DEBTOR and CREDITOR REPORTS 
Where printed Debtor and Creditor reports involve stock (stock sales/purchases, 
etc), you will be prompted to select the required warehouse. 

As Debtors and Creditors are part of the overall accounting structure, they are 
not linked to specific warehouses. However, using the various Audit reports 
below, you can list Debtor, Creditor and Nominal transactions by the warehouse 
they were posted at. 

Should you wish to group your Debtor and Creditor accounts by warehouse, we 
recommend that you use the AREA CODE field in each account to allocate 
codes that link accounts to specific warehouses. 

AUDIT TRAIL REPORTS 
These reports prompt you for the required warehouse and will only list 
transactions posted at the selected warehouse.  
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VAT REPORTS 
By default, all Vat Reports (Summary and Transactions) are printed for ALL 
warehouses. However, you do have the option of printing these reports for a 
selected warehouse. 

 

MONTH-END PROCEDURE 
As in a non-warehousing environment, ALL other users must exit out of that 
Revelation company BEFORE initiating the Month End Update or a Vat Period 
End. 

 

RUNNING A “FIX” IN THE EVENT OF A CRASH 
As in a non-warehousing environment, ALL other users must exit out of that 
Revelation company BEFORE running the “Fix/Rebuild and Validate” program. 
As always, it is wise to down the File Server BEFORE running a Fix. 

 

WORKSHOP/SERVICE MANAGER IN WAREHOUSE MODE 
Workshop/Service Manager packages that are version 2006.06.10 and later 
cater for warehousing in the same way as Revelation packages.  

Job Cards and Quotes are linked to the Current Warehouse and you may not 
amend Job Cards or Quotes created by other warehouses. 
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